
Welcome to Year 1 
 

 

 
The Tree Frog class: 
 Miss Noonan 
 Mrs Spelman   
 Mrs Eager 
 

 
 
 

 The Leopards class: 
  Miss Stone 
  Mrs Brooks 
  Miss Murphy 
  

 
 

Our timetables 
Timetables will be available to view on class webpages in September 

 
ASUPERHERO Curriculum 

As a school we promise the children that we will explore and deliver ASUPERHERO 
curriculum 

Aspiration 
Sensory 

Unforgettable 
Progress 

Exciting/engaging 
Relevant 

Hope 
Emotional literacy 

Reading 



Opportunity 
 
Our curriculum is an Enquiry based curriculum…what does it 
mean?  
Each term we will introduce a new line of enquiry/question.  
All our topics will begin with the children asking questions. We will discuss and share what 
we already know and also any problems or scenarios we are unsure of.  
We will follow this line of enquiry within all aspects and areas of the curriculum.  
Throughout the topic the children will aim to answer their questions.  
 

Next year’s lines of enquiry are:  
- How do we travel on Earth and beyond? 
- What is everything made of? 
- Is it busy in the city? 
- Seasons and Weather – How do they affect us? 
- Lowestoft and Gambia - Whose home is this? 

 

English: 
English is taught through a power of reading text.  
Next year’s POR texts are:  

- Beegu by Alexis Deacon 
- Man on the Moon by Simon Bartram 
- Claude in the City by Alex T Smith 
- Out and About by Shirley Hughes 
- Grace and Family by Mary Hoffman 

 
Please do not share these stories with your child/ren at home! We will explore 

the texts over a 6 week period and reveal them bit by bit! 
 

                            Reading 

Please ensure that all children are reading at home every day.  
Children will have an opportunity to change their reading books on a 
daily basis.  
Children will visit the school’s ‘Lost Library’ once a week – Please ensure 
library books are returned. KS1 pupils can only have one book borrowed 
at a time.  

 

 



Maths 
All children have 3 opportunities to engage with maths across the school day.  
Every day children will engage in:  

- Times tables  
- Maths workout  
- Daily maths lessons.  

 

PE 
Each class will have 2 PE sessions within a week.  
PE is taught on a Monday and Thursday in Year 1.  
Please ensure pupils come to school wearing their PE kits on these days.   

Please refer to our uniform policy for clarification on PE kits.  
 
 

 
This term we will be asking and answering the question: 

 
What is everything made of? 

 

 

 
 
 
 

Homework project:  
What materials are around you?  

Create your own model using pieces of junk from around your house. 
You could make a house, an animal, a vehicle, or anything else you find interesting. 

What are the properties of the materials? Are they rough, smooth, hard, soft, shiny or dull? 
You could sort some materials into their properties, make some flashcards about the 

materials you know… the possibilities are endless. 
Be creative! 

 
 



 
Please send photos of your completed homework projects into school via the school email.  

We look forward to seeing them!  
 
 
 
 
  

What are we getting up to? 
All of our recent learning will be shared on social media (Facebook & Twitter)  

We will also share our learning on our class pages on the school website. 


